
Passive Skills 95 

Chapter 95-stand up and run 

Zhang Shan’s action of quietly retreating was quickly discovered by the people of vertical and horizontal. 

not good, six-barreled Bodhisattva is running. Boss, let’s go, stop talking nonsense. 

“Let’s charge together.” 

The Dragon King of the East Sea took out a scroll. 

when the people from wind cloud guild saw this, they immediately scattered. 

However, it was of no use. 

The scroll in the hands of the Dragon King of the East Sea turned into light spots and slowly dissipated. 

The sky was instantly covered with dark clouds. 

Countless Thunderbolts fell, and the entire area around the battle flag was soon shrouded in lightning. 

Those who didn’t run away in time all fell to the ground. 

zhang shan was the fastest, but it was of no use. the lightning quickly enveloped him. 

A huge amount of damage appeared, and he was instantly killed. 

What the hell, what kind of scroll was this? He had more than 20000 HP, and he was also instantly killed, 

so he didn’t even see the damage value. 

How much damage was that? It was scary. 

Moreover, the damage range was extremely wide, at least 500 yards. 

Compared to this scroll, the ultimate skill of the archers, the wrath of the stars, seemed to be weak. 

The wrath of the stars ‘damage range was only 50 yards. Although 10 times the damage was a lot, many 

meat shields could still survive it. 

however, no one could withstand the damage of the scroll, at least for now. even the secretary was 

killed instantly. 

The people who had been defending the battle flag in the middle lane with Feng Yun realm had all 

fallen. It was useless no matter how far they stood. 

not a single one escaped. 

“Quickly revive and run over. The other two lanes will cut the flags first and come back to support after 

that. After the middle lane resurrects, don’t rush too much, just slowly harass them.” 

The others had all resurrected, and only Zhang Shan was still lying there. 

It wasn’t that he didn’t want to resurrect, but he still had a life. Before the resurrect skill was used, he 

wouldn’t be considered dead, and he wouldn’t have the option to resurrect. 



He hoped that the people from vertical and horizontal didn’t see him. After all, he was lying a little far 

from the battle flag. 

Can’t see me, can’t see me. 

Zhang Shan lay on the ground and prayed silently. 

“all the people from wind and cloud have resurrected. half of you cut the flag first, the rest spread out 

and be on guard.” 

I’ve finally taken down that b * tch, six-barreled Bodhisattva. It’s a pity that I didn’t use an axe. It’s so 

boring. 

“are you sure he’s dead? I don’t know how he got back up after he died last time.” 

f * ck, you’re right. Go and look for them. See if there are any corpses on the ground. If there are, 

surround them and guard them. 

F * ck, did the people from traversing Guild react so quickly? 

he was still a few seconds away from standing up. Previously, Zhang Shan had felt that the setting of 

being reborn after ten seconds was perfect. 

No matter how powerful a skill was, it couldn’t last for 10 seconds. 

Just like the priest’s ultimate skill, the fiery rain and wrath of the stars lasted for five seconds. 

On the other hand, the revival skill was triggered ten seconds after he fell to the ground, so he could 

stand up after ten seconds. 

The skill’s damage ended. 

Now, he was eager to use the rebirth skill to shorten the time by a few seconds. 

zhang shan’s prayer did not have any effect. not long after, zhang shan, who was lying on the ground, 

was discovered. however, the ten seconds should be up soon. 

The scroll’s duration was five seconds, so it took traversing Four Seas ‘members some time to react. 

There was still a chance. 

f * ck, six-pipe Bodhisattva is here. He’s lying on the ground and playing dead. Someone, come quickly. 

“f * ck, is this a fake death skill? Quickly go guard the corpse.” 

There was only one person who found Zhang Shan. The others quickly moved towards the place where 

he was lying. 

suddenly, zhang shan stood up. The members of traversing Four Seas were dumbfounded. 

f * ck, is this a skill or an item? why does it have two lives? ” 

ignore him for now. Stun him quickly. As long as we can hold him off for two seconds, we’ll be able to 

use our skills. 



zhang shan, who had stood up again, immediately activated his berserk skill without saying a word. he 

was immune to all control. 

he quickly ran back. 

The support troops should be arriving soon. As long as he met up with them, Zhang Shan would not have 

to worry anymore. 

Feng Yun realm and the others who were already dead would only arrive a little later. Zhang Shan would 

not be able to wait for them to resurrect. 

However, Zhang Shan did not need to wait for Feng Yun realm and the others. He only needed to join up 

with the reserve forces, where the support would heal him and the meat shield would take the damage. 

He wouldn’t be afraid of traversing Four Seas ‘players anymore. With someone covering for him and 

healing him, he would be invincible. 

Zhang Shan activated berserk and ran ahead. The people of vertical and horizontal were all chasing after 

him. They didn’t even bother to cut down the wind and cloud Guild’s flag. 

He had completely given up just to cut him once. That was too much. 

... 

One after another, the shooting star arrows flashed past Zhang Shan’s body. Miss. 

Berserk lasted for 10 seconds, and no crowd control skill could stun him. 

f * ck, why does six-barreled Bodhisattva have so many strange skills? let’s not even talk about the 

insane skill of resurrection on the spot, what’s with this control immunity skill? ” 

who knows? his critical hit rate is also frighteningly high. I wonder if he has any skills that can increase 

his critical hit. 

“who cares what skills they have? we have so many people. if we catch up to them, we’ll kill them.” 

“Those in front, don’t stop. Keep chasing. It will take some time for Feng Yun realm and the others to 

resurrect. I don’t believe that we can’t kill six-barreled Bodhisattva.” 

The Dragon King of the East Sea and the rest did not know that Feng Yun realm had left a group of 

reinforcements behind. 

zhang shan did not need to wait for feng yun realm to resurrect. he only needed to meet up with the 

reserve team. 

Of course, even if they knew, the Dragon King of the East Sea and the others would still continue to 

chase after him. 

Just as the berserk skill’s duration was about to end, Zhang Shan saw his allies. 

brothers, hurry up and help us. We can’t hold on much longer. 

... 



“f * ck, the divine artifact boss didn’t die? Didn’t you say that the Dragon King of the East Sea used a 

scroll to revive the boss and the others?” 

“Why are you asking so many questions? come and help Brother divine weapon.” 

“Big brother, hold on.” 

“F * ck, why are there so many people from vertical and horizontal chasing us? didn’t they cut down our 

flag?” 

Seeing that there were at least a hundred pursuers behind Zhang Shan, the Allies who were receiving 

them were all stunned. Even if they didn’t want to cut their flag, they wanted to cut down Zhang Shan. 

they could feel the resentment of the dragon king of the east sea and the others from afar. 

After regrouping with the support team, Zhang Shan immediately turned around and fired. 

Fanaticism had been activated. It had just leveled up today and had gained an additional skill point. It 

was now Level 4 fanaticism, increasing attack speed by 40%. 

A true man for six seconds, no explanation. 

The Furious bullets rained down on the members of traversing. 

Zhang Shan focused on those with weak defense. The Warriors with thick defense would be left to his 

allies to tank for a while, even though they had fewer people. 

However, he only needed to hold on for a little while. Zhang Shan quickly defeated brittleskin, who was 

in front of him. 

Then, he continued to attack the thick-skinned ones. The Dragon kings of the east Sea who were chasing 

after him were furious. 

He had almost cut down Zhang Shan. How could there still be someone to help? 

” warriors, go forward. everyone else, press forward as well. i don’t believe that we can’t beat thirty of 

them with more than a hundred of us. ” 

However, Zhang Shan’s violent output would soon make him understand that sometimes, having more 

people was useless. 

Last time at the wild wolf slope, they were able to cut down Zhang Shan once because they did not have 

the help of their teammates. 

If he was alone, he really couldn’t withstand so many chopping knives. This time, he had more than 30 

teammates to help him. 

Let’s see how the Dragon King of the East Sea and the others will rush up. 

 


